
Voice of the customer 
A CX team in an organization is really the voice, or advocate, of the customer. 
Through data, analytics, market research and journey mapping, it evolves 
from just being the voice to also becoming the memory of the customer and 
how their views get disseminated into the organization. 

Ruthless prioritization    
An early trap that companies often fall into is not being clear about priorities. 
Before any CX project, you need to define what scale is – it can’t be all 
things to everybody. Viewing all projects as equal is unrealistic. Prioritize the 
customer centric initiatives the organization is focused on most and bring 
your team into those projects to help ensure they are a success. 

CX RAW TIP  
Run your CX team as an internal 
consultancy within the organization.

CX RAW TIP  
Don’t get stuck in trying to  
support all initiatives, focus on what 
accomplishes the most in support  
of the CX ambition.  
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In this edition of “The 330”, Mark Harrison,  
Chair of TribeCX, spoke with Neil Balbirnie,  
Vice President, Client Experience, Design and  
Insight at RBC about how to scale experience 
management and how to engage all stakeholders. 
Neil also shares details on the power of a CX 
Playbook, talking through prioritization, and 
distilling down to a set of guiding principles.  
Here are Neil’s key points from the interview. 

“The 330” is a series of 
podcasts where proven 
senior CX practitioners 
discuss how to improve 
business performance 

through customer 
experience. Specifically, 

what works and what 
pitfalls to avoid.
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Core elements of being human    
There are so much data and analytics it’s often difficult to “see the wood from 
the trees” (let alone figure what needs to be scaled). Start to get back to the 
core human truths on how we make decisions and why that matters. Establish 
key design principles “north star” around the core elements of being human. 
Once you’ve established these principles, they provide the “north star” the 
core truth to extend that knowledge and insight across the organization. 

CX RAW TIP  
To establish core elements, focus on 
how you want to make customers 
and colleagues “feel” when they 
experience your organization. 



Playbooks   
The manifestation of core human behaviours into the specific business while 
solving an issue or opportunity can be turned into playbooks. These playbooks 
represent guiding principles that become a touchstone and can be leveraged 
into what you are trying to do. Successful playbooks grow organically. Once 
a playbook is successful in one area of the organization, they will be talked 
about in other areas and so on and so on. 

Quick scaling tips   
What are you scaling? Scale to what matters most. 

What are we scaling? Scale the insights that are ultimately key to how people 
make decisions.

CX RAW TIP  
You won’t be able to do everything, so 
stay focused.

CX RAW TIP  
Playbooks are a great way  
of ‘automating’ CX change. 
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Tricks of the trade    
Sometimes competing departments create multiple insights and solutions 
for the same priorities. This can cause frustration among senior leadership 
as it often produces two different numbers on the same thing. Playbooks 
developed by the experts for the experts help solve this situation. While a 
playbook is an outcome, the richness of the dialogue between colleagues 
while they are building it is incredibly important. In many cases, one 
department’s solutions can become practical realities for another when 
moving forward through the process. 

CX RAW TIP  
There’s a lot of power to “fake it  
until you make it” – continue to  
show progress. 

Playbooks, again?   
Playbooks are the practical ‘so what’ and “how to?” of a company’s guiding 
principles. They describe and define how you should interact and solve  
an immediate problem with a customer lens. Playbooks should be created 
with internal partners, as they explain who needs top do what and identifies 
best practices. This team-based approach ensures that the playbook is  
widely “owned”. 

CX RAW TIP  
Use internal workshops to ensure  
the playbook delivers what colleagues 
need and want to deliver a great 
experience.  
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In closing: Getting it done is better than being perfect. Using the 
Playbook to provide “freedom within a framework” facilitates 
colleagues changing the process while maintaining integrity. 

Moving the needle      
No matter the project, you need to see results. There are lots of metrics to 
consider and stakeholders may pull your CX team in different directions. 
Ask stakeholders “what’s it going to take to convince you?”. Then focus on 
opportunities that directly move the needle. Remember also, what’s solved  
in one area can be reapplied in another. 

Co-creation      
CX professionals should embrace co-creation of experience within their 
organizations. Focus less on being the creators of insight and more on being  
the facilitators of it. Harness the imagination and expertise of colleagues  
within the organization and plan how to move it forward. 

Mark Harrison, Chair

Mark.Harrison@TribeCX.com 

I’ve been an active CX professional for over 20 years. As CX lead for Shell’s global customer 
experience initiatives, I was responsible for ensuring that the customer experience strategy 
and operations were best in market. 

CX RAW TIP  
Be clear on the outcomes needed and 
share the scores on CX performance 
early on. 

CX RAW TIP  
When colleagues participate in the 
process – instead of having it done 
to them – adoption and actionability 
goes through the roof. 

Listen to The 330 podcast series at TRIBECX.COM
TribeCX, for CX people by CX people

A cultural thing   
It’s great if an organization can make thinking about the client experience part 
of each colleagues’ daily routine. By instilling a service mentality, it starts to 
create a culture shift for everyone looking to make things better for clients. 
All colleagues need to understand the CX ambition and be aware of company 
goals and metrics. NPS details should be shared across all levels and functions 
in the organization, not just with the executive team. 

CX RAW TIP  
Encourage colleagues to seek  
out the information they need  
to move forward. 


